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No the title is not to do with all us old slot car collectors or racers

out there or indeed one of  my own dogs, Sesi who at 12 years

old or 84 years old in dog years, will still go out twice a day and pull

you like a train, but it is a tribute to all the cars and indeed owners I

recently witnessed racing at the 74th Goodwood members meeting.

This is the second year in a row I have now been and can only

say what a great day out it is, apart from the fact it is pretty chilly,

the atmosphere and racing can be described as  hot! In particular this

year, one of  the feature races, the last hour long endurance race of

the day with a driver change over consisted entirely of  Ford GT40s,

and what a sight to see these cars battle it out in a scene evocative

of  Le Mans circa the mid ‘60s. Not only was this such a spectacular

sight but the noise as they started was immense and as dusk fell,

seeing the heads lights, the glowing brake discs and pit stops really

was special.

Of  course there were other races, which included cars from all

era, in particular there was a Group 5 demonstration consisting of

Porsche 917s and Ferrari 512s, a super touring cars race, ground

effect F1 cars from 1970s and 1980s, Group 1 cars from the 1970s

to early 1980s, Can Am and Group 7 cars pre 1966, Formula 1, 2

and 3 from the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s plus a sprinkling of

motorbikes.

One of  my personal favourites though, was the “Edwardian

racers” or cars that raced up to 1923. When it would appear if  you

fancied a bit of  racing with like minded gentlemen, you went out

bought yourself  a surplus aeroplane engine or even an airship engine

(that may or may not have seen a bit of  action over the Western

front), strapped it to your chassis with optional bodywork, put a seat

at the back and set off  on four skinny tyres with limited drum brakes

throwing yourself  and your car around an airfield or similar

temporary track seeking glory and perhaps a fatal injury!

A spectacular sight to behold even today and if  it wasn’t for these

early pioneers, where would Motorsport be today?

Until next month.

Jeremy
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By Pete Simpson

M
y last report contained the all but one

of  the photographs that I took on my

visit to the Hornby offices in

Sandwich last December. Unfortunately since

then, due to a combination of  pressure of  my

work and that of  the staff  at Hornby, I have

been unable to obtain any new images.

Although I’d arranged to visit this month, once

again fortunes have not been in my favour and

the meeting had to be cancelled. However, on a

positive note, there has been a reasonable

amount of  information posted on the Scalextric

website in the Track Test section so for those that

prefer to digest their information from the

written page rather than by staring at a web

page, here’s the latest from our favourite vendor.

The much publicised PCR modifications to

the latest range of  cars, as well as the options

available from Shapeways, do not represent the

entirety of  the design improvements claimed by

Scalextric. Now, to be fair, for the past few years

the level of  detailing has advanced significantly,

possibly resulting in some compromises in

performance. Unfortunately, some of  this extra

detail has obstructed the fitment of  an improved

chassis and motor configuration. Whereas a

sidewinder motor could often be accommodated

with minor impact on the interior, the change to

a system where in-line and angle winder motors

could be offered as options, has led to the full

depth interiors being replaced by a half-height

alternative. Whilst these still have an element of

depth they will never be as realistic as we’ve➳
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seen in recent years. Rather oddly, Scalextric

claim that the move to an in-line configuration

for the cars provides the cars with better weight

distribution and drive to both back wheels!

Presumably the fitting of  a PCR chassis and

converting to either a side-winder or angle-

winder setup is envisaged to be a retrogressive

step.

Other improvements announced by

Scalextric are the introduction of  a 1.2mm

deeper guide to improve handling. Alas this will

inhibit use of  the newest cars on Classic track

and may well lead to contact between guide and

wires on earlier power bases. The conflict has

been recognised but it is considered that this

innovation is necessary for the greater good.

Tyres will now have more grip than before

as a result of  the tool having been polished to

give a matt finish. An interesting description of

events, but hopefully the outcome will be as

described. One encouraging aspect is that all

future cars will have wheels that are designed to

accept tyres from the Slot.it range.

Body mounting screws have been reduced to

just two to help gain access to the chassis and

increase the amount of  body roll that can be

introduced: body posts have also been modified

to allow greater body movement.

For those keen to modify their cars, an

advantageous change has been to move the

bumpers and lower body panels from the chassis

to the upper body. This will certainly make the

cars easier to modify.

The final move has been to make the bodies
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thinner thereby reducing weight: combined with

the move away from full interiors to simple drive

trays this could help with performance.

As mentioned at the start of  the article, I do

have just one car for which I can report an

update: the Mad Max Interceptor is resplendent

in its black on black scheme. It is, however,

devoid of  rear number plate details: possibly to

avoid a feature that could be interpreted as an

infringement of  copyright.

A couple of  new releases have been

illustrated on the Scalextric website: a new

MINI, C3742, and a Porsche 997, C732. As I

haven’t actually seen either of  these two I can’t

comment on the scope of  any changes since the

last releases of  these cars: I’m not even sure if

the Porsche is a new moulding as it’s described

as a 991 version of  the 911 so it may have a few

body revisions. However, both are described as

PCR so will have revised half  height interiors

and presumably be released with in-line motors.

I’m not sure how their performance will

compare with earlier releases but be prepared

for a disappointment until they are upgraded

using the PCR chassis as both have been

sidewinders in previous versions.

The MINI is that of  Harry Vaulkhard as

raced in the F56 class of the 2015 MINI

Challenge in which he finished his first season in

9th place. ➳
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The Porsche represents the car of  Gulf

Racing UK as run in the LM GTE class of the

2015 ELMS race at Silverstone. For this race the

drivers were Adam Caroll, Michael Wainwright

and Philip Keen who managed a first in class

and eighth overall. However, this proved to be

their best result of  the season: final classification

after all five races was 4th in class. The Scalextric

website states that it’s due in the shops on 23rd

October but I can’t confirm if  that’ll be am or

pm.

For enthusiasts of  the latest BTCC cars,

here’s the 2016 range as announced so far: it’s

not completely unknown for additional liveries

to be announced during the year so it’s worth

keeping an eye on the Scalextric site if  these are

your thing. At present the full range covers a pair

of  Honda Civic Type Rs, two BMW 125 an

MG6 and a VW Passat.

There is of  course also the BTCC cars from

an earlier era, these being the BMW E30 M3s

and Ford Seirra RS500s,  of  which again liveries

have been announced, and may or may not

come to fruititon this year, with perhaps an

unannounced one thrown in to the mix, so again

keep your eys open just in case.

For next month I’ll be totally dependent on

press releases from Hornby so let’s hope that the

Marketing team are keen to see their product

promoted and provide sufficient information for

a reasonable report, otherwise it could be a short

Messages next time?  ■
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C
iao everyone and welcome to this

month’s edition of  Forza Slot.it. This

last slot.it month has certainly gone

quickly for me and to start with there was very

little to report, but in the last couple of  days I

have had several  emails  from Terry at

Gaugemaster and directly from Slot.it so I had

better get on as the copy deadline is today (as I

write this) for Jeremy our esteemed editor!

Where to start? I think that will be the new

Slot.it releases but in no particular order as time

is short! SICA21e is the latest Lancia LC2/85

release as driven by Bruno Giacomelli (featured

driver) and Andrea De Cesaris in the 1,000Km

Brands Hatch race of  1986. Both of  these pilots

were well known as hard drivers with one also

been known as “Andrea De Crasharis” if  memory

serves me correctly. This car is in the unusual but

visually very striking Coral Sipest livery with strong

diagonals in Leyton House turquoise and black

which is quite a departure from the normal

Martini livery that these cars are so famous for. Me,

I think it looks an absolute stunner and being as its

official release date was on the 18th March it has

only just hit the dealer’s shelves so my order has not

gone in yet. I really like the angular rounded stance

of  these cars so I suspect that will change shortly.

Not quite out in the shops yet is the latest Lola

B10/60 SICA22d with an official release date of

the 31st March, so in the shops by the time you

read this. This is the ride of  Nicolas Prost (featured

driver), Neel Jani and Marco Andretti as raced at

Le Mans in 2010. A couple of  famous sons in there

that have never quite emulated their famous fathers

or grandfather in the case of  Marco Andretti. This

is another little masterpiece from Slot.it in that the
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Rebellion liveried Lola B10/60 will be decked out

in a white red and CHROMED Gold finish that,

if  previous releases are anything to go by, will look

fabulous on this model. I have covered the earlier

released models of  this car in detail and with all the

little features and intricacies of  the original car,

such as the low rear deck and ground hugging nose

that have faithfully been reproduced by Slot.it for

us all to enjoy. On track performance is good too!

But watch you don’t scratch that chrome effect or

get ya mucky fingers on it! Terry informs me that,

unfortunately, this model will have a slightly

increased retail price due to the application of

the chrome gold finish but I think it will be

worth it for the finished product.

Staying with the Lola theme for a moment

and Terry has given me a heads up of  another

model for the future. This would be the Lola

B12/69EV in a gorgeous deep green livery,

reference No SICA22e. To quote Terry “The

Lola by the way is an experimental electric

version of  their LMP car, the B12/69EV that

was displayed at the Goodwood Festival of

Speed in 2013. The car is no slouch with almost

850 horsepower on tap, just look at it shredding

its rear tyres! Check out the accompanying

pictures and I hope you will all agree that this

should be another car to have on your must have

list!

As you all know, the ‘70s and ‘80s for me was

a golden era for Le Mans so the next future

model is a particular favourite for me. It would

be SICA06h Sauber Mercedes C9 #62 from Le

Mans 1987. Ahh I hear some of  you say, you are

a diehard Porsche 9xx fan so how can I like a

Mercedes? Well, just look at the picture of  the

real car and decide for yourself. You may also

have the sister car SICA06a #61 in your

collection as well? If  so just go and dig it out

now, gaze at the meticulous flowing lines of  the

car and the deep blue livery with simple white

sponsor logos and white lines and tell me that

this car does not look like a winner without even

turning a wheel? Sadly real life does not emulate

my thoughts as the #62 car as driven by Chip

Ganassi, Johnny Dumfries and Mike➳
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Thackwell was classified as DNF down in 35th

place and the sister car #61 fared little better as

DNF in 27th place! Guess who finished 1st, 2nd

and 4th out of  the top 5 then? Yep Porsche 962s!

So order is restored to the universe then! However,

SICA06h, when it is released, will be taking a

place in my collection, just behind the Porsches

on the shelf  of  course!

Again from Terry, Slot.it have now confirmed

that in addition to the Nannini Factory car

SICA35a due this June, the next release of  the

Alfa 155 V6 TI will be the very bright orange of

the Jagermiester car driven by Michael Bartels.

What can I say about this model that I have not

already covered in an earlier article or two? I

saw an early one in the plastic flesh last year at

Gaydon as well and covered it then. June for the

first one is still too far away for me and this has

to be one of  the most eagerly awaited slot cars

from Slot.it for some time, well by me anyway!

Maybe there will be a complete pre-production

one at Gaydon this year for me to look at and

maybe I can get a sneak drive? I can assure you

that I will be itching to do a review on this new

series of  cars from Slot.it so watch this space. Just

to finish this piece off  with a real picture of

SICA35a and quote from Terry: “I would not

underestimate the demand for these cars, which

are creating a lot of  interest. Advance sales of

the factory car have been good but I think will

pick up even more now we have the details of  a

car it can race against. The car that raced at the

Norisring in 1994 will carry the reference

SICA35b and is expected with us in September.”

You heard it here first (maybe) so get your pre-

orders in for these cars now.

Thunderslot Coming TThunderslot Coming TThunderslot Coming TThunderslot Coming TThunderslot Coming To The UKo The UKo The UKo The UKo The UK

And now for something slightly different that

some of  you may be aware of, but this new

manufacturer was not on my radar until Terry

sent me an email and asked me if I was

interested in covering this new Italian (loose

Slot.it connection!) slot car product. I will start

with Terry’s information first:

“We f ir s t  saw samples of  Giovanni

Montiglio’s new slot car project this time last

year. It’s wonderful to now see that he is close to

bringing his first cars to market under the

Thunderslot brand. The Lola T70 coupe

models, although primarily designed as high end

race machines will not lack in details, right down
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to the Chevrolet script on the valve covers. Later

releases will also reflect the lack of  front

winglets, allowing them to produce liveries of

the coupe such as the earlier Aston Martin

powered Surtees cars that entered the Le Mans

24hrs in 1967. I am sure that these cars because

of the detail and finish will also appeal to

collectors as well as the racing fraternity.

As many of  you will know Giovanni was

NSR’s engineer for many years, and alongside

the late Salvatore Noviello helped turn the

company from a spec ia l i s t  s lo t  spares

manufacturer, to the producers of  the world’s

top performing RTR slot cars. The chassis of

the car takes on the familiar two piece

arrangement with a triangular mount with a

21,500 rpm motor mounted at a 2.5 degree

angle.

Two different hardness of  chassis and

mount will be offered initially, with the car

coming equipped with a medium as standard,

and hard versions as spare parts. The chassis

also features adjustable body mounts as well as

the option to set up the front axle height.  A list

of  spares will be available at launch, which we

believe to be sometime in late April with further

parts sourced in Italy such as different gear ratios

being added during the year. Thunderslot were

so convinced that they have these cars➳
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performing right from the off  that they sent a

couple of  their prototypes over to be tested at

club level. Watch out for a spectacularly positive

review in a certain bimonthly Slot magazine

very soon!” This “bi monthly” slot magazine

would not be the Journal but, not to worry, I will

give an alternative opinion at a later date.

So what do you think then? For me this is

another exciting chapter of  our slot world with

a new manufacturer entering the market. Think

back, (IMHO) when Fly released their first cars

it raised the bar significantly in the detail stakes

so much so that had other manufacturers had to

up their game. However, performance was not

so good perhaps in the early days. Ninco raised

the performance bar and then Slot.it came

along and incorporated the Fly detail and Ninco

performance that we all wanted into an

affordable package that pushed the bar even

further that was just great news for us all, both

collectors and racers. Look at Scalextric now.

Their cars are now up there for detail and with

the introduction of  the PCR chassis with Slot.it

parts they too are pushing for the home and club

racer end of  the market.  All the other

manufacturers out there have also had to up

their game so that the products we can buy

today, at competitive prices in the main, are

generally very good across the board and far

superior to what we were getting in the late ‘90s

early 2000s. Win win all round in my book.

However, I do not have much experience of

NSR cars, even though I do have a couple in my

collection and I have never raced or tuned them

competitively on a large club circuit but there

performance is certainly good from what I have

read and from my own limited use on my home

circuit. So now with Thunderslot and the

undoubted skills of  Giovanni Montiglio (honed

at NSR) entering the market I think we should

all look forward to a new product that looks

good from the pictures Terry has sent me of  the

first Lola T70 cars. The chassis and list of  spare

parts certainly look like they are high quality

components and I shall endeavour to get my

mitts on a review car as soon as one becomes

available later in the year.

Hopefully, there may wel l  be a

Thunderslot presence at the forthcoming

UK Slot Festival in May as well so something

else to look forward to and I will be there (day

job permitting!) to check out all the latest stuff

and probably spend a few hard earned dollars as

well, see you there maybe?

I think that is all I have time for now so once

ag ain a  b ig  “Thank You” to Terry  at

Gaugemaster for his support, pictures and

inside infor mation and Slot . i t  for this

month’s additional new release news. Ciao

and arrivederci till next month.  ■
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W
elcome to Fly on the Wall for April.

This month Terry Smith reports on

the NSCC Brabham, which has now

arrived and tells us how this all came about.

“I was a fan of  the BT44 when it raced and

like many had the Scalextric version in the

1970’s. When Flyslot launched their first F1

offering, the March 761 around 10 years ago, I

wondered if  the chassis with its DFV Cosworth

model engine could be adapted to use under

older existing F1 bodies and the Scalex

Brabham was an obvious choice. A car was

obtained and after all the mechanical parts

removed, I cut away all the moulded supports

plus the driver and when offered up to the

Flyslot March, it looked good. When on a visit

to Fly around three years ago, I produced my

hybrid model at a meeting, Fly asked if  they

could hang on to my prototype then at the

Nuremburg Toy Fair in 2014 announced that

they were to produce the BT44. The first model

was the works Martini car which arrived with us

about this time last year, which was also when

the NSCC approached us about doing an

exclusive Club car and with the interest at the

time surrounding the Brabham possibly the

Club’s first F1 car! It was decided that if  we were

to do it, it would be a real livery, but we needed

to find a version that would please the Club but

not affect Fly’s future programme of  Brabham

releases. After some research, I believed I found
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the right choice, an Englishman winning an

iconic English race, Guy Edwards at the 1976

Oulton Park Gold Cup. The Ultramar car even

carried Union Jacks on its nose!

 The Club agreed and an order for two

hundred and fifty units was placed at the

Gaydon Slot Festival last year. Because of  the

very low run, the only way it could be produced

was when Fly were assembling their next

standard Brabham release, which was to be the

Goldie Racing John Watson car. All was going

to plan and it would have been with us last year,

until vital components for both versions were

lost in transit. That is all behind us now and if

you ordered a car you should have now received

it or be waiting to pick it up. Gaugemaster say➳
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that that there has been a strong demand for the

car outside the Club, but assures us that the car

is being exclusively supplied just to ourselves,

quoting “if  you want one, join the NSCC!”

 The John Watson car, FS062103, is now

available and although the main colour is

brown, it looks rather striking with the orange

bits on it. The model is based on the car the

Ulsterman raced at the 1974 Austrian Grand

Prix for John Goldie/Hexagon racing. It worth

noting that the BT44s share exactly the same

chassis and running gear as their March 761s

and would therefore be a great and in period,

adversaries.  We hear that the next model of  the

car, the 1975 Brazilian Grand Prix Carlos Pace

Martini car, FS062102, will soon be with us. For

those who fancy an anyplace, anytime (but not

behind the wheel) moment!”

Thanks to Terry Smith, Brand Manager,

Gaugemaster Controls Ltd. for his help in compiling

this column.

There will be more news from Fly next month.

In the meantime see www.gaugemaster.com or

follow Fly on Facebook.  ■

NSCC MembersNSCC MembersNSCC MembersNSCC MembersNSCC Members
There are still some of the Flyslot Brabham BT44

Guy Edwards left for sale, but they are going

quickly, so if  you want one, please contact Shaun

Bennett direct on treasurer@nscc.co.uk without

delay!

The price is £45 for the car, plus postage

to the UK for £7, Europe £10 and ROW

£16. Alternatively you can collect at one of

the forthcoming events, but please say which

one!
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A
s I write this Chairman’s Chat I am

particularly looking forward to

attending two of  the forthcoming

events on this years calendar. Firstly the SLN

annual race event and swapmeet in Holland

which takes place at the beginning of  April (so

by the time you read this it will have been and

gone!). I am very much looking forward to this

event (in spite of  the ferry crossing) and will no

doubt be seeing one or two of  you there. It’s

going to be a great weekend for sure and we will

have a full report on what took place in the May

Journal.

The second event is of  course the

forthcoming UK Slot Car Festival which once

again this year will take place at the British

Motor Museum Gaydon. As a classic car

enthusiast I am very much looking forward to

seeing the changes that have taken place at the

museum this year. The museum now has an

expanded car collection with a new collections

centre which houses their new recently acquired

very large Jaguar and Daimler collection. I have

always felt that the combination of  the museum

and the UK Slot Car Festival is one that is

difficult to beat and I have no doubt that this

years event will be as popular as ever.

UK Slot Car Festival Gaydon
The Club will once again (as we do every year)

have a presence at the festival. As a change this

year our main Club stand will be on the main

concourse near to the entrance to the festival

and the swapmeet. This is a much more

prominent position for our Club stand so do

come and visit us whilst you are at the event. I

realise that for many the initial priority will be

the swapmeet but don’t forget the Club will also

have a number of  exclusive Club cars on sale to

members. In any event there will be no excuse

for not finding us.

The Club will also be hosting “NSCC Live”

at the festival with a number of  interviews with

key personalities from the slot car world and in

addition we will be running two competitions at

the festival.

The first is a timed beetle track competition

which will take place in the “NSCC Live” room

and once more will be manned by the Club.

Secondly the Club will once again be

judging all of  the tracks at the event over the

weekend in order to determine which is the best

track at the show. We ran this competition for

the first time last year with prizes donated by

Slot Car Scenics and it proved to be extremely

popular especially with those who presented

tracks at the event. If  you fancy being judge for

this competition and are at the event for both

days then let us know.

The Club is once again looking for you the

members to volunteer to help out at the event.

The response in previous years has been

fantastic and once again those who do help out

will be able to purchase a Limited Edition

exclusive NSCC/UKSCF slot car which this

year will be a very special MK1 Ford Escort.

So if  you are coming to the festival this year

and you would like to help out for a couple of

hours or so,  and be eligible to purchase one of

the cars do let us know via email

(chairman@nscc.co.uk) and we will put you

down to assist the Club. Please indicate which

day you can do and also a potential time slot, we

will then try and accomodate you and draw up

a relevant rota for the day for all those members

who have offered to help.

One interesting thing to look out for at the

UKSCF this year will be the slot car ‘Wall of

Death’ that has been built by Pendle Slot Racing
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for  Guy Mart in’s  ‘Wal l  o f  Death TV

programme broadcast this Easter on Channel 4.

Yes a slot car ‘Wall of  Death’, simply amazing.

Leeds SwapmeetLeeds SwapmeetLeeds SwapmeetLeeds SwapmeetLeeds Swapmeet
Finally a reminder that the Leeds (Northern

Swapmeet) will be taking place at Rothwell

Sport Centre Leeds again this year on Sunday

9th October 2016. This is a Club event and once

again tables are free for members. I have already

started taking bookings for this event so if  you

want a table please do get in touch

(chairman@nscc.co.uk or speak to one of  the

Committee at any forthcoming events) and we

will include you on the list.

There will be of  course another stunning

Limited Edition Club car available on the day

for purchase to those who attend on a first come

first served basis, which this year is a rather

stunning Ford Cortina. So do put the date in

your diary and come and join us, remember

entry is free to all NSCC members and is only

£1 for non members.

That’s all for now until next time.  ■
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O
nce again my contribution to the

Journal is sad one and it is with regret

that I must report that  Brian George

has passed away recently.

 Brian had a major operation last year with

many complications and was in hospital for

around six months.

For those of  you who knew him, he was a

tough old sod and after six months his heart

finally gave up on March 1st but my God he put

up a fight to then!

I first met Brian about thirty eight years ago

at Woodgreen Scalextric Club. He went on to

found and run the Molesey Scalextric Club

where I “raced” for many years. Our friendship

developed as we travelled to most of  the

European Grand Prixs in Belgium and France

many times.

 So another very good friend has gone to

pastures new where, I hope they wait for the

rest of us old buggers to join them so they can form

a winning team.

 My personal opinion is it’s not the winning but

the friends you make which evolve into life

long and strong friendships.

 My thoughts are with his wife Joyce and all

members of  his family at this time.  ■

Obituary For BrianObituary For BrianObituary For BrianObituary For BrianObituary For Brian
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge

By Chris Gregory
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H
ello again, I know we’ve all said this

many times before but I just cannot

believe how fast time seems to fly

nowadays as before you know it, as soon as I’ve

pressed “send” to Jeremy for one month then it’s

time to do it all over again, but never mind, it

has to be done, so here we go again.

 W W W W Warning The 2016 Slot Car Festivalarning The 2016 Slot Car Festivalarning The 2016 Slot Car Festivalarning The 2016 Slot Car Festivalarning The 2016 Slot Car Festival
Is Rapidly Approaching!Is Rapidly Approaching!Is Rapidly Approaching!Is Rapidly Approaching!Is Rapidly Approaching!

Now, just in case you have been living in a cave

for the last couple of  months, the next Slot Car

Festival to be held at the British Motor Museum

is fast approaching, and by the time you get this

Journal, probably only about a month away.

By the way, it’s great to see that the “Coventry

Transport Museum” festive slot car event is on

again this year, see the calendar on page 5 of  the

Journal for more information and as it’s ages

away then hopefully I’ll be better prepared this

time with my table full of  goodies for sale!

Anyway, back to the future and Gaydon,

now, if  we’ve got our sums right then this is the

6th year that “Gaydon” as we call it has taken

place and my involvement has varied from

having a table in the swapmeet area to running/

help run various demo tracks and races but this

year I’ve decided to do things a bit differently for

a change in that I hope to finally be able to help

Martin and the other NSCC Committee

members out on the NSCC stand which will be

close to the top of  the escalator this year so I’m

told, together with their “normal” room also I

think but there is always room for anyone else to

volunteer their services as well I hasten to add

and to be honest, I’m quite looking forward to

it, as I am with Slot Car Mag also as Ric and

Marc have also asked me to spend a bit of  time

with them too but you’ll have to go easy on me

guys as I will still need ages to go around the

show to do the report for the Journal remember!

Cue the request once again for any more

volunteers from the members attending to help

out please and also to put a few words and

pictures together from the event itself  as well

maybe?

I would also mention that Marc and Ric

have also asked me to bring along my Morris

Minor Traveller so that anyone who wants to see

how it was done can do so, and I also thought

about bringing along some of  my Hot Rod/ Rat

Rod creations also in case it inspires anyone, so

if  all goes to plan then I should hopefully have

a few for sale also in one form or another, but

please don’t hold me to it as you know what I’m

My Morris MinorsMy Morris MinorsMy Morris MinorsMy Morris MinorsMy Morris Minors
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like! What am I on about? Well, take a look at

these I’m sure you will probably remember that

purple Hot Rod thing that I made a few years

ago, but in very recent times I decided to take a

moulding off  it and then chop it about a bit in

order to create my own version of  a Rat Rod/

Hot Rod or to put it another way, I’ve created

something that would look quite at home in the

“Wacky Races” TV programme that was on the

telly “when I were a lad” as they say and on that

subject, did they ever “stop the pigeon” I

wonder?

So, TSo, TSo, TSo, TSo, To Cast Or Not To Cast Or Not To Cast Or Not To Cast Or Not To Cast Or Not To Cast? That Iso Cast? That Iso Cast? That Iso Cast? That Iso Cast? That Is
The QuestionThe QuestionThe QuestionThe QuestionThe Question

See, I did go to school and do literature then it’s

some “Bill Shakes” isn’t it?

The original Hot Rod which came about by

starting with a swapmeet purchase of  the body

to which I then added my own radiator grill (as

the original one was missing), the side steps and

a slightly lengthened Hornby Caterham chassis/

running gear complete with the cycle mudguards

and rear number plate moulding oh, and I also

built the rear bumper out of  square section

plastic tubing and the rather large rear wheel

arches as well by gluing a couple of  layers of

thin Plasticard around the original Caterham

wheel arches as that was easier than trying to

bend a single layer of  thick plasticard around

them and just in case you are wondering, the

wheels and tyres are off  the FLY Capri that I

had, and only I could take one “Jagermeister”

orange Capri and then remove the decals to

create a plain one and then find out that the

liveried one was now worth quite a few quid,

DOH!

That Capri has other potentially “expensive”

memories for me also as the day when I was

Supergluing the driveshaft bearing in was also

the day after I had just had some very expensive

new glasses and that’s very expensive as in I’m

“very short-sighted” rather than into “designer

eyeware” and to cut a long story short as I

pushed the bearing home a splash of  Superglue

shot out and hit me in the eye well it would have

done had it not been for my glasses so, without

being boring, please learn from this and beware

of  doing things like that yourselves without

wearing eye protection. I know you think it will

never happen, but it does, trust me and luckily

for me I got away with it with the glasses also as

Maxine (she’s the wife remember) had some

Superdrug “nail varnish remover pads” that I

fortunately knew also removed Superglue. I’m

not sure exactly what chemical they are

impregnated with but whatever it was it did the

job and the Superglue came off, but when I told

the Optician about it he said I had been even

luckier than I thought as normally that type of

chemical would have ruined my lenses were it

not for the “hardness coating” that was on them,

so how lucky was I then!

By starting with a casting of the original

model above (excluding the chassis that is) and

then changing the radiator grill for one off  a➳

The Original Hot RodThe Original Hot RodThe Original Hot RodThe Original Hot RodThe Original Hot Rod Becomes A Rat Rod!Becomes A Rat Rod!Becomes A Rat Rod!Becomes A Rat Rod!Becomes A Rat Rod!
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Model A Ford (note, a bit of  “cutting and

shutting” was required in order to make it fit

though obviously) and then reducing the height

of  the car by sanding off  the sills a bit (like 5mm

approx.) and then filling in the curved bit

underneath the engine ventilation grills (to make

it all flush with the rest) together with raising the

height of  the rear wheel arches by about 4mm

then it gives it a bit of  a “low” look.

 To which I then sprayed the whole thing

with Halfords “Red” Primer which sort of  gives

it a “rusty” look, and to which I gave it a bit of

a “wet and dry” rub down in order to create a

bit of  a “worn/ lived in” appearance. Everyone

at Bearwood thinks it’s superb so in response to

that I’m hoping to put a few together to possibly

sell at Gaydon in some form or another as it’s

actually a great way to use up some of  those

spare “Bits and Pieces” which have been

hanging around for a while now like the spare

F1 rear “Superslix” hubs and tyres that we have

(yes, they are the small “Superslix” tyres on the

front, but on a spare pair of  the rear wheel hubs

and to make them fit, what I did was to grind off

the central tyre locating rib of  an originally

“rear” hub and then remove a few mm of  the

inside main part of  the hub so that the

remainder looks like the rest of  the real life hub

assembly and then fit the small “Superslix” tyre

so that it lines up with the outer edge of  the rim,

and therefore you now have matching front and

rear hubs but with different sized tyres on each

end).

Someone even said that you could make it

into a “Drag Racer” by fitting a super quick

motor and adding those little wheels and the

metal frame at the back to stop it “wheelying”

but at present I’ll stick with the modified Hornby

Metro chassis and standard Mabuchi “S” motor

that it currently runs with, but as the “Drag

Strip” is usually at Gaydon then you never know,

I might just have a play this year, wheely!

Shipment From Spain RShipment From Spain RShipment From Spain RShipment From Spain RShipment From Spain Returns!eturns!eturns!eturns!eturns!
Having spoken to Steve Wright, the SCX

Importer then he told me about the following

cars that have just landed in the UK as I write

this:

The Renault Sport RS looks rather nice in

that shade of  blue I thought? And both of  these

are new moulds so Steve tells me, there are a

couple more that should be out by the time you

read this also being the Audi DTM “Molina”

and the WRC Ford Fiesta “Prokop”

Now, if  you’ve got a few quid spare, and

fancy something different then you could  always

try tracking one of  these down as they must be

A10210 Renault SporA10210 Renault SporA10210 Renault SporA10210 Renault SporA10210 Renault Sport RSt RSt RSt RSt RS

A10205 Seat Leon CastrolA10205 Seat Leon CastrolA10205 Seat Leon CastrolA10205 Seat Leon CastrolA10205 Seat Leon Castrol

A10213 Audi DTM “Molina”A10213 Audi DTM “Molina”A10213 Audi DTM “Molina”A10213 Audi DTM “Molina”A10213 Audi DTM “Molina”
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the most technical thing I’ve seen in a while, it’s

by Mitoos who generally sell some very nice

wheels and tyres that are aimed at the scratch

build enthusiast predominantly, but that doesn’t

stop others from buying them I hasten to add

and this one is designed to go under the racing

trucks apparently check it out for yourself !

Steve says that only 100 have been made of

the first version and Mitoos have sold them all.

There will also be a new version that will be

improved as per the feedback as it comes back

from the customers well, that’s if  they think it

can be. Looks rather good to me.

George TGeorge TGeorge TGeorge TGeorge Turner Newsurner Newsurner Newsurner Newsurner News
OK, the first bit in this section then is to say that

when George and I were talking he asked me

whether I’d made my Corvette yet, but I had to

say “No” as, come on, it’s only been a few weeks

since the MK swapmeet where I bought it, so

what does he expect? Miracles?

Then we got onto the important stuff, which

goes like this:-

I have nearly got the XK120 finished now. I will

have three versions able to go into production when it is

all finished – i.e. 2 Coupé models and a Roadster. I➳

The Real Thing!The Real Thing!The Real Thing!The Real Thing!The Real Thing!

A10216 FA10216 FA10216 FA10216 FA10216 Fororororord Fiesta WRd Fiesta WRd Fiesta WRd Fiesta WRd Fiesta WRC “PC “PC “PC “PC “Prokop”rokop”rokop”rokop”rokop”

Fiesta WRFiesta WRFiesta WRFiesta WRFiesta WRC “PC “PC “PC “PC “Prokop” In Actionrokop” In Actionrokop” In Actionrokop” In Actionrokop” In Action

PPPPPrrrrretty Compretty Compretty Compretty Compretty Comprehensivehensivehensivehensivehensive Instrucitonse Instrucitonse Instrucitonse Instrucitonse Instrucitons

The new Mitoos chassisThe new Mitoos chassisThe new Mitoos chassisThe new Mitoos chassisThe new Mitoos chassis
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think they should be on my website and in production in

the next couple of  weeks, so by the time you are all reading

this then hopefully you will be able to buy one or they will

be “sold out” if  they have gone well!

The next project that is nearly there is the 1956

BRM, so we should have another 1950’s GP car in the

range before long.  As a side project the modified Ninco E-

type is coming along nicely. I think that will then be

enough Jaguars in the range, at least for the time being.

Regards George.

I think the Coupe looks superb as I’ve had

one of  the A2M (well I think it is) versions as

Initial CarInitial CarInitial CarInitial CarInitial Carving Of The New Jving Of The New Jving Of The New Jving Of The New Jving Of The New Jaguar Coupeaguar Coupeaguar Coupeaguar Coupeaguar Coupe

A Selection Of Big CatsA Selection Of Big CatsA Selection Of Big CatsA Selection Of Big CatsA Selection Of Big Cats, In V, In V, In V, In V, In Various Stages Of Parious Stages Of Parious Stages Of Parious Stages Of Parious Stages Of Production And An Interloperroduction And An Interloperroduction And An Interloperroduction And An Interloperroduction And An Interloper

GeorGeorGeorGeorGeorge’ge’ge’ge’ge’s Latest Chassis Ds Latest Chassis Ds Latest Chassis Ds Latest Chassis Ds Latest Chassis Designesignesignesignesign
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“WIP” for a couple of  years now if  not longer

as I bought one having seen Dave Wisdom’s one

in the NSCC several years ago now, so I think

I’ll have to get one of  George’s as well as I think

it looks very good in that shade of  green that

George has chosen to paint his in and you never

know, I might just even get it done this side of

Christmas (2018 that is!)?

Now, if  Jeremy has enough room for several

pictures then you can see how this car has

evolved from the initial carvings up to the rolling

shell and how do I wish that I could do stuff  like

that, it truly is amazing, nice one George.

Finally here’s a picture of  a different “cat”,

one close to George’s heart and who appears to

be at ease, he’s called Barney and if  you read

Body And Chassis CheckedBody And Chassis CheckedBody And Chassis CheckedBody And Chassis CheckedBody And Chassis Checked

PPPPPainted And Ready Fainted And Ready Fainted And Ready Fainted And Ready Fainted And Ready For Final Fitting Ofor Final Fitting Ofor Final Fitting Ofor Final Fitting Ofor Final Fitting Of

Windows and Internals etc.Windows and Internals etc.Windows and Internals etc.Windows and Internals etc.Windows and Internals etc.

George’s News page on his website from a few

weeks ago (12th February 2016) then I’m sure it

will amuse you.

PPPPPendle Slot Wendle Slot Wendle Slot Wendle Slot Wendle Slot Wall Of Deathall Of Deathall Of Deathall Of Deathall Of Death
And Finally as I was messing around on the www

when I landed on Sean’s newly revamped website

(Pendle Slot Racing, that is) in order to check out a

couple of  things then I saw a bit about a “Wall

of  De’Ath”, which I initially thought might have

been some relation of  Martin De’Ath but it

wasn’t, it was actually to do with a forthcoming

(as I write this that is) TV program that is on

Easter Monday whereby that well known lunatic,

sorry, well known “mechanical enthusiast” Guy

Martin (well who else would try to ride a

motorbike across a lake) will attempt to ride a

motorcycle on the world’s largest “Wall of

Death” as in the old days, but on a much

grander scale that has ever been done before. If

you missed it then I’m sure you will be able to

watch it on “catch up TV” or similar, or a

“DVD recorder” as I call it.

But anyway, what’s all this got to do with

Sean then I hear you ask? Well, if  you look at the

PSR “blog” then you will see that Nic and the

PSR team were invited along to demonstrate the

theory using a purpose built slot car track but it

wasn’t as easy as they thought to begin with it

seems, but in the end they go there and it worked

perfectly, so if  you want to see more then please

take a look at it for yourselves as it’s well worth

it, or come along to the Slot Car Festival as I

believe it will be on show there.  ■

BBBBBarney The Cat, Better Than Some Parney The Cat, Better Than Some Parney The Cat, Better Than Some Parney The Cat, Better Than Some Parney The Cat, Better Than Some People!eople!eople!eople!eople!
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W
hat are the odds of  spotting a rare

classic car on holiday? well whilst

on a short break in the south of

France we were driving towards Monaco when

I noticed an unusual car at a petrol station. I

instantly recognised it as an Alpine Renault

(early 1970’s vintage). “you don’t see many of

those these days” I thought to myself  as we

carried on into Monaco to meet some friends. 

 After parking, we walked towards the

marina where to my astonishment, I spotted

one, then another, you guessed it. Alpine

Renaults! Moving to a good vantage point, I

counted close to 100 of  the iconic cars, all lined

up together. Although the area was cordened off,

we walked over to one of  the owners and had a

chat with him about what was going on. 

 It transpired that Renault had invited all the

Renault Alpine clubs in France to attend the

launch of  the new Alpine Renault in Monaco,

where in 1973, Alpine won the World Rally

Championship, finishing, First, Second and

Alpine RAlpine RAlpine RAlpine RAlpine Renault - A 100enault - A 100enault - A 100enault - A 100enault - A 100
TTTTTo 1 Chance Encountero 1 Chance Encountero 1 Chance Encountero 1 Chance Encountero 1 Chance Encounter

By Vince Albani

Third. The event was to be celebrated with a

drive upto La Turbie (mountain road) nearby.

For the occasion, Renault supplied each car with

a new set of  Michelin winter tyres for added

safety!

After a lengthy chat, in which I mentioned

that I also had a Renault Alpine (Scalextric

vintage of  course) we parted company and went

off  to meet our friends. 

 Needless to say, on my return to the UK I
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decided to rummage through my collection of

Scalextric cars and dig out the respective models

(C1). These will serve to remind me of  our

interesting encounter in Monaco. I don’t think

I will ever see so many Alpines together again. 

 The brand was founded in 1954 by a

garage owner in Dieppe, northern France,

Alpine drew on Renault engines and chassis

from its earliest models. It was eventually bought

by the manufacturer in 1973, the year Alpine

won the World Rally Championship. By then,

models such as the classic A110 had acquired a

sizeable following in Europe as well as overseas

markets such as Brazil. Renault stopped making

Alpine-badged cars in 1995, which of  course

was sadly lamented by many, but  luckily there

are still plenty of  the original ones around for us

all to admire.  ■

WWWWWanted, Additionalanted, Additionalanted, Additionalanted, Additionalanted, Additional
Journal Contributors!Journal Contributors!Journal Contributors!Journal Contributors!Journal Contributors!

By Jeremy Naylor

D
ear members, with the sad passing a

couple of  months ago of  Nic Ayres we

have no one to cover Racer or NSR on

a monthly or bi -monthly basis. Nic was a great

contributor and researched the subject matter

thoroughly for each of  his articles (with the

assistance of  Terry at Gaugemaster) and will be

sadly missed by me as a great contributor.

Now do you think you could take up his

mantle and help contribute to the Journal? Do

you have an interest in either Racer or NSR and

would be prepared to give up a little of  your

time every couple of  months or so?

We are also looking for someone to assist

Graham Pritchard, who originally volountered

to take over from Phil Insull on “Kits And Bobs”

but has now taken up reporting on SCX and

Teamslot among other manufacturers.

Again are you interested in assisting Graham

and reporting on perhaps SCX and reserrecting

the “Shipment From Spain” column? If  so

please email me at editor@nscc.co.uk and

remember the Club Journal relies on these

contributors, no contributors no Journal, simple!

Oh and you do get free annual membership of

the Club if  you write a minimum of  six articles

a year so it is not entirely without some benefit

and payment!  ■
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A
lthough I had decided not to enter this

event as a “racer” this year (as putting

the car together for these type of  events

generally leaves me feeling “on edge” as

whatever I do something always seems to go

wrong!) I decided to still go along in order to

take a few pictures for the NSCC Journal and

catch up with some old friends etc. although I

must confess that I did also take a small box full

of  my resin shells in order to try to sell a few, or

as I could perhaps otherwise describe it as “an

opportunity to supply those persons there with

the cars that they’ve always wanted?”

Well, as it turned out, then for the guys from

the IOM this was their lucky day as they bought

two Morris Minor Travellers together with a

Minivan off  me, so maybe the revised plan did

actually work then and as Sean and Nic from

Pendle Slot Racing (who were the meeting’s

sponsor) actually came down on the Sunday as

well, it gave me the chance to show them what

I’d created from one of  their Morris Minor

Saloons as you can see below (I’m trying the

MM Saloon with the wheels off  the Teamslot

RS2000 as I think they look OK on it).

So, I hope you’ll please forgive me for

starting off  going on about my resin creations

rather than the race meeting itself  as in reality

it’s meant to be all part of  a clever ruse, as if

“casting resin” and “moulding rubber” had not

been invented then these meetings would➳

WWWWWolverhampton Slot Carolverhampton Slot Carolverhampton Slot Carolverhampton Slot Carolverhampton Slot Car
ClubClubClubClubClub’s 2016 “Early Birds’s 2016 “Early Birds’s 2016 “Early Birds’s 2016 “Early Birds’s 2016 “Early Birds
50” Meeting50” Meeting50” Meeting50” Meeting50” Meeting

By Graham Pritchard

The WThe WThe WThe WThe Wolvolvolvolvolverhampton “International” Cirerhampton “International” Cirerhampton “International” Cirerhampton “International” Cirerhampton “International” Circuitcuitcuitcuitcuit

With Bill CharWith Bill CharWith Bill CharWith Bill CharWith Bill Charters Harters Harters Harters Harters Hard At Wd At Wd At Wd At Wd At Work On Theork On Theork On Theork On Theork On The

RegistrRegistrRegistrRegistrRegistration/ Scrutineering Dation/ Scrutineering Dation/ Scrutineering Dation/ Scrutineering Dation/ Scrutineering Deskeskeskeskesk

Go On YGo On YGo On YGo On YGo On You Know You Know You Know You Know You Know You Wou Wou Wou Wou Want One!ant One!ant One!ant One!ant One!
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probably never have been able to take place as

the vast majority of  the cars present initially

started out as resin castings I would think but to

be honest I can’t really tell you much about the

race meeting itself  (even though I was there for

most of  the day) as I actually spent the vast part

of  the day chatting to several people about

moulding and resin casting etc. including my

inspiration/ hero “Martin De’Ath” who

travelled down from “up North” on the Sunday

to be there, and who also took quite a liking to

a couple of  my Hot Rod/ Rat Rod creations

but then he showed me his Mercedes that he

had built for the meeting today and you have

got to believe me it is 100% amazing!

For example, the model has steering that is

linked to the driver so that he actually leans over

as the front wheels turn with the guide and the

chassis rails are actually made out of  brass and

drilled as per the real car, then the bonnet

(complete with leather strap) actually comes off

so that you can see the engine detail, the

exhaust pipe is a long length of  brass tubing

They DThey DThey DThey DThey Don’t Come Out Ton’t Come Out Ton’t Come Out Ton’t Come Out Ton’t Come Out Too Boo Boo Boo Boo Bad In my Opinionad In my Opinionad In my Opinionad In my Opinionad In my Opinion

Go On Then GrGo On Then GrGo On Then GrGo On Then GrGo On Then Graham, Paham, Paham, Paham, Paham, Put Me Dut Me Dut Me Dut Me Dut Me Down Fown Fown Fown Fown For These!or These!or These!or These!or These!

PPPPProper Steering On This Oneroper Steering On This Oneroper Steering On This Oneroper Steering On This Oneroper Steering On This One

The chassisThe chassisThe chassisThe chassisThe chassis, A T, A T, A T, A T, A True Wrue Wrue Wrue Wrue Work Of Arork Of Arork Of Arork Of Arork Of Arttttt
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rather than just a bit of  plastic, the motor is

actually mounted out of  sight below the model

engine and just look at those exhausts…wow,

they even show the discolouring that the engine

heat causes such is the level of  detail that Martin

has put into this car and guess what, it won the

Concours event and so it should after all that

work it really has to be seen to be believed, it is

that good trust me. 

So, let’s go back to the racing, well, for a

short while anyway because my initial words

about “resin casting” are actually extremely

relevant to this meeting once I also explain that

for those who don’t know how this event came

into existence as it was initially conceived by my

very old friend “Mac Pinches” shown here with

Paul Leyshon of  the Wolverhampton club and

who used to make bodyshells of  this era’s cars by

hand and would then cast a few in resin for those

The Attention TThe Attention TThe Attention TThe Attention TThe Attention To Do Do Do Do Detail Is Impretail Is Impretail Is Impretail Is Impretail Is Impressivessivessivessivessiveeeee

who wanted them, but at the time nobody really

raced them, and so the idea of  organising a race

meeting where you built your own car and then

raced it just like in the very early days of  slot

racing was born, and many years later we now

have the 12th running of  this event for “pre-

1960’s 1/32 scale scratch built Grand Prix slot

cars” which encompasses Marques like Auto

Union, Mercedes, Ferrari, Maserati, Lotus➳

This Car Looks Good FThis Car Looks Good FThis Car Looks Good FThis Car Looks Good FThis Car Looks Good From Any Anglerom Any Anglerom Any Anglerom Any Anglerom Any Angle

 “Mac Pinches” With P “Mac Pinches” With P “Mac Pinches” With P “Mac Pinches” With P “Mac Pinches” With Paul Leyshonaul Leyshonaul Leyshonaul Leyshonaul Leyshon

PPPPProgrrogrrogrrogrrogramme Of The Evamme Of The Evamme Of The Evamme Of The Evamme Of The Evententententent
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and BRM to name but a few as it says in the

souvenir programme that I have in front of  me

at present (you may remember that I showed

you James Noake’s cars for this event in last

month’s Journal so you get the idea of  the sort

of  cars we are talking about here so here are a

few more shots of  some of  the other competitors

cars from today).

I’m sure that you will agree that they are all

very nice models indeed and Bearwood’s very

own “rising star” Alex Fear also raced today

using some of  James’ cars, but I’m sure it won’t

be long before he is building his own cars for

these type of  events if  the truth be known.

Whilst wondering around the room I also

made friends today with someone whose name

I had seen mentioned in the past, but had not

The Fine DThe Fine DThe Fine DThe Fine DThe Fine Detail Of Most Of The Cars Wetail Of Most Of The Cars Wetail Of Most Of The Cars Wetail Of Most Of The Cars Wetail Of Most Of The Cars Wasn’tasn’tasn’tasn’tasn’t

just On The Tjust On The Tjust On The Tjust On The Tjust On The Top Side!op Side!op Side!op Side!op Side!

TherTherTherTherThere We We We We Wererererere Plenty Of Fe Plenty Of Fe Plenty Of Fe Plenty Of Fe Plenty Of Ferrerrerrerrerraris Racingaris Racingaris Racingaris Racingaris Racing

And Other FAnd Other FAnd Other FAnd Other FAnd Other Famous Maramous Maramous Maramous Maramous Marques Wques Wques Wques Wques Wererererere Repre Repre Repre Repre Representedesentedesentedesentedesented
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Note The TNote The TNote The TNote The TNote The Two Merwo Merwo Merwo Merwo Mercs Hercs Hercs Hercs Hercs Here, One Is A ‘60’e, One Is A ‘60’e, One Is A ‘60’e, One Is A ‘60’e, One Is A ‘60’sssss

Original And The Other A Newly Built OneOriginal And The Other A Newly Built OneOriginal And The Other A Newly Built OneOriginal And The Other A Newly Built OneOriginal And The Other A Newly Built One

JJJJJames Noake “Hitting The Bottle”ames Noake “Hitting The Bottle”ames Noake “Hitting The Bottle”ames Noake “Hitting The Bottle”ames Noake “Hitting The Bottle”

met to date by the name of  “Dave Sykes”, and

he stood out particularly as I wondered around

the club room with my camera as his pit table

was covered with various blueprints/ paper

plans of  several classic F1 cars together with

some part built resin/ scratchbuilt models of

these cars  such is the lengths that some

participants will go to in order to “set the scene”

for the meeting, which is a bit like all of  those

people who don the clothing of  the era for the

“Goodwood Revival” and which then make it

much more realistic for everyone there (So I

wonder when we will have to start dressing up

for this one then guys?).Now, and this is

something that you wouldn’t have expected

either today I reckon, but there were also some

other rather nice “works of  art” of  another sort

there today in the form of  some very nice

framed “motor sport” paintings done by one of

the regular entrants called “Jeff  Norton”  so take

a look at these and if  they appeal to you then

please contact Jeff  directly, but I can tell you for

certain that they are very high quality indeed. 

So, after a few more digressions then it’s

back to the racing again, after some very close

racing I did pop back into the track room just in

time to take some photos of  the winners, so here

goes, with many congratulations especially to

Phil Field who has finally added this event to his

impressive list of  achievements but I’m not really

surprised at all to be honest as the first time that

we ever met Phil at our Club was in the middle

1990s when we hosted a “Rally Cars Open

Meeting” at the Harry Mitchell Centre,➳

Almost The Goodwood RevivAlmost The Goodwood RevivAlmost The Goodwood RevivAlmost The Goodwood RevivAlmost The Goodwood Revival!al!al!al!al! JJJJJeff Noreff Noreff Noreff Noreff Norton Picturton Picturton Picturton Picturton Pictures Fes Fes Fes Fes For Sor Sor Sor Sor Sale On The Dale On The Dale On The Dale On The Dale On The Dayayayayay
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Smethwick and Phil came along for the first

time and promptly bought a brand new Ninco

Peugeot 306 off  Bob Bott, took it out of  the box,

put it on the track and then went on to win the

event which is something that you wouldn’t

really expect to happen today, is it?

Concours RConcours RConcours RConcours RConcours Resultsesultsesultsesultsesults
1. Martin De’Ath - 1931 Mercedes SSK GP.

2. Mick Kerr - 1938 Mercedes W154 GP.

3. Peter Emery - 1950 Lago Talbot.

GP Cars Up TGP Cars Up TGP Cars Up TGP Cars Up TGP Cars Up To 1951 Class Ro 1951 Class Ro 1951 Class Ro 1951 Class Ro 1951 Class Resultsesultsesultsesultsesults
1. Jon Grainger.

2. Mick Kerr.

3. Ian Fitzpatrick.

4. Peter Emery.

F1 Cars 1952-1960 Class RF1 Cars 1952-1960 Class RF1 Cars 1952-1960 Class RF1 Cars 1952-1960 Class RF1 Cars 1952-1960 Class Resultsesultsesultsesultsesults
1. Phil Field.

2. Peter Crane.

3; Nic Hirst.

4. Ian James.

Great to see my old mate and our former club

member, Peter Emery doing well too, nice one Pete!Concours WinnerConcours WinnerConcours WinnerConcours WinnerConcours Winner, Mar, Mar, Mar, Mar, Martin Dtin Dtin Dtin Dtin De’athe’athe’athe’athe’ath
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Winner Of The GP Cars Up TWinner Of The GP Cars Up TWinner Of The GP Cars Up TWinner Of The GP Cars Up TWinner Of The GP Cars Up To 1951 Classo 1951 Classo 1951 Classo 1951 Classo 1951 Class, Jon, Jon, Jon, Jon, Jon

GrGrGrGrGraingeraingeraingeraingerainger

Winner Of The F1 Cars 1952-1960 ClassWinner Of The F1 Cars 1952-1960 ClassWinner Of The F1 Cars 1952-1960 ClassWinner Of The F1 Cars 1952-1960 ClassWinner Of The F1 Cars 1952-1960 Class, My, My, My, My, My

Old FOld FOld FOld FOld Friend Mrriend Mrriend Mrriend Mrriend Mr. Phil Field. Phil Field. Phil Field. Phil Field. Phil Field
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The 1952-1960 Class Finalists BThe 1952-1960 Class Finalists BThe 1952-1960 Class Finalists BThe 1952-1960 Class Finalists BThe 1952-1960 Class Finalists Battling It Outattling It Outattling It Outattling It Outattling It Out

So, to wind this bit up, having had a brilliant

day out today,  why not follow my lead and think

of  meetings like this as a chance to meet up with

“old friends” or as a chance to make “new

friends” or simply as “a great day out amongst

people of  the same mindset” rather than “it’s

just another race meeting on the calendar” and

“I don’t need to go as I don’t race any more?” I

do, and so do several other people too and with

the next Wolverhampton event being the

“MRE” sponsored “Classic Sports Car”

meeting on the weekend of  7/8 May (i.e. the

week before “Gaydon” and the 2016 UK Slot

Festival) then why not consider going along for

a few hours to get you in the mood for Gaydon?

If  it’s anything like this one then I’m sure you

won’t be disappointed.  ■

The winners trophiesThe winners trophiesThe winners trophiesThe winners trophiesThe winners trophies
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T
his month, continuing our theme of  the

alphabet lets start with C, so C is for

Cadillac, Caterham, Celeritas,

Chaparral, Charron, Cheetah, Chenard and

Walcker, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Cisitalia, Citeria,

Citroen, Clan, Clement-Bayard, Clyno, Colt,

Conrero, Cooper, Cord, Costin-Nathan, Cottin

et Desgouttes, Cunningham and Cyklon.

Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac was a French

explorer who built the settlement of  Ville

d’Etroit back in 1701, which later became

known as Detroit.

201 years later Henry Martin Leland named

his new Cadillac Automobile company in his

honour, and it became part of  General Motors

in 1909. Their rich customers chose from V8,

V12 or V16 engines and Cadillacs were some of

the first cars to be fitted with electric lights and

a starter motor to replace the starting handle. As

General Motor’s most prestigious marque,

Cadillac made some beautiful streamlined cars

in the 1930s but by the 1970s their over soft ride

and glitzy interiors gave their owners no extra

need to “Pimp their Ride.”

Caterham Cars took over production of  the

Lotus Seven in 1973 when they bought the rights

from Lotus. Typical 0-60mph acceleration from

the Ford or Lotus twin-cam engined models is

just five seconds.

Celeritas cars were sporty looking racers

with a very brief  history, being made by Vienna

Haberdasher, Wilhelm Stift from 1900 until he

joined with the Graf  brothers to form Graf  and

Stift in 1901.

The August 1966 edition of  Model Cars

reported that after already being successful for

two years in American Sports Car racing,

Chaparral were competing in Europe with Phil

Hill and Jo Bonnier at the wheel. Plans were
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included of  the Chaparral 2C and 2D cars. The

Scalextric Javelin closely resembles the 2C, and

first appeared in 1968.

By 1967 Chaparral had the 2F, with a rear

wing or “stabilising flap” that could be

controlled by the driver. Riko made a vac-

formed version of  this car, that won the Brands

Hatch 500 in 1967.

Fernand Charron was a Paris Panard et

Levassor dealer, who opened his own factory in

1901 to make similar cars. He was also a

successful racing driver, and won the first

Gordon Bennett race in 1900. First made under

the name CGV, the last Charron was sold in

1930.

Cheetah made small sports cars from 1963-

65 that were shorter than a VW Beetle but

packed 520bhp from a 6.2 Litre engine. The

factory burned down in 1965 before enough cars

could be made for homologation, so although

intended to race with Corvettes, Mustangs and

Cobras, Cheetahs had to compete with more

powerful prototype Chaparrals, McLarens and

Lolas.

Chenard and Walcker made a range of  cars

before taking first and second place at Le Mans

in 1923 with 3-Litre cars, followed by the

introduction of  their X-Type 4-Litre racing car

in 1924. After joint ventures with Delahaye,

Unic and Donnet from 1927 to 1932, they

concentrated on making trucks.

Louis Chevrolet made his first Chevrolet car

in 1911, in a factory supported financially by

William C.Durant who founded General

Motors. When they fell out, Louis had to leave

the factory and was prevented from using his

own name for car manufacturer, while Durant

continued making Chevrolets. Both Chevrolet

and David Buick died in obscurity while Durant

continued making successful cars with their

names. Chevrolets have been competing with

Fords for a century now, and are credited with

making America’s only true sports car, the

Corvette. The first Corvette was designed in

1951, as a concept car that was quickly put➳
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into production. With demand outstripping

production, a new factory was built in St Louis

to make 10,000 Corvettes a year. The Corvette

Sting Ray was made from 1963 to 1967, and

replaced by the Stingray from 1968 to 1977.

Hard to imagine now, that the first Corvettes

were difficult to sell, as they were expensive and

underpowered, but this was soon put right and

Corvettes continue to be made today.

Chevrolet also make a modern version of

the Camaro of  course. Earlier versions, made

from 1967, shared their body with the Pontiac

Firebird.

Like Chevrolet and Buick, Walter Percy

Chrysler also fell out with Durant of  General

Motors, but it was after that, in 1924, that he

started making his own cars. These included the

Chrysler Imperial, which competed with

Cadillacs and Ford Lincolns.

Rootes and Simca became Chrysler-Europe

in the 1970’s. Models included the Avenger,

Sunbeam and Alpine, rebadged the Talbot

Alpine in 1980. I drove one in 1990 and can

confirm the soft ride and strong understeer,

although what worried me most was the noisy

squeal of  the tyres when going around traffic

islands.

Cisitalia cars used Fiat parts that were highly

tuned to make Formula Junior cars and small

Sports Cars from 1945, before a Porsche

designed Grand Prix car bankrupted Piero

Dusio, leaving his son to found a new Cisitalia

Company in 1950, that continued until 1964.

Citeria two-seater roadster cars were launched

at Zandvoort in 1958 with the help of  Sir

Stirling Moss and used BMW two cylinder

engines to reach 84mph. They were

uncompetitively priced, however, and

disappeared altogether after Company

entrepreneur Puck van Beekum was caught

trying to pay his debts with forged cheques,

earning him a two and a half  year prison

sentence.

André Citroen became an engineer in 1898,

revived the bankrupt Mors car factory in 1908,

and was credited with being the first to introduce

mass production to Europe, after a visit to the

USA. Problems with the Traction Avant

bankrupted Citroen in 1934. Tyre Company

Michelin paid off  the debts and made a success

of  the Company. Citroens have proved

competitive over the years in rallies and races,

particularly the Citroen DS. In 1968 Citroen

bought the majority of  Maserati shares, leading

to the 180bhp+ SM or Citroen Maserati being

built from 1970 to 1975. With it’s streamlined

body, the top speed was around 135mph.

Somewhat faster than the 2CV, which has

negligible performance, apparently…Citroen

were taken over by Peugeot in 1974.

The Clan Crusader was designed by the

same designers as the Lotus Europa, and had a

Hillman Imp engine and parts. The imposition

of  VAT and the Oil Crisis are blamed for their
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lack of  sales success, and the Washington,

County Durham factory was closed down in

1974 after only three years and production of

315 cars.

Gustave Adolphe Clément named his 1899-

1922 manufactured Clement-Bayard cars after

a French General who apparently defeated the

English Army back in 1521. Even in 1908 his

cars had 138bhp, although that was from a 13-

Litre engine!

Clyno had built motorbikes in Wolverhampton

since 1900 before making cars from 1922 and in 1924

won a race at Brooklands at an average speed of

70mph. Eventually cut price competition from Morris

was said to have caused the company’s bankruptcy

in 1929. Colt was a brand of  Mitsubishi that was

used as a manufacturer’s name in the UK.

Models included the Starion, which Jeremy

Clarkson waxes lyrical about in one of  his books.

Virgilio Conrero was an engine tuner prior to

making his own cars from Alfa Romeo and

Lancia parts, with Alfa or Osca engines from

1951 to 1960.

Charles Cooper and his son John Cooper

were innovative Surbiton garage owners who

started manufacturing 500cc Formula Three

cars with rear-mounted engines to enable

connection of  their chain drives to the rear

wheels, then carried over the concept of  rear-

engined cars to larger formulas to provide lower

weight, smaller frontal area and more responsive

handling. Their cars were effective when

competing with more powerful competition, a

trend continued by John’s development of  the

Mini Cooper too, of  course. In turn John’s son

Michael set up John Cooper Works in 2000 to

offer performance parts for the modern Mini,

and BMW took over the Company in 2008.

Errett Loban Cord was a Salesman who

took over Auburn and Duesenberg before

making cars bearing his own name, which were

the first American production cars to have front

wheel drive. Frank Costin designed both

aeroplanes and cars, including the Lotus 8,

Lotus Elite and the first Marcos. The Costin-

Nathan used Frank’s experience of  wooden

glider design to form a car with a three-ply

timber body. ➳
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Cottin et Desgouttes were vintage French

cars built in Lyon from 1905 until 1931.

Briggs Cunningham was a millionaire racer

and car builder, and his cars were third, seventh

and tenth at Le Mans in 1953. Noticeable for

their white livery with blue bonnet stripes.

Cyklon built three wheelers with an engine

above the front wheel from 1902 to 1931.

Let’s see how slot car versions of  the above

manufacturer’s cars are doing on eBay:

1. Marusan Shoten 1/24 unbuilt Cooper Kit

£828.79 (201488358139).

2. Strombecker Chaparral plus 16 other kits

“Best Offer” above £778.89 (272059355027).

3. Cox 1/24 Chaparral Collection of  four cars

and two bodies £609.93 (281927314249).

4. Monogram 1966 Sebring Set including

Chaparral II £430.54 (201528469309).

5. MMK Citroen Auto Bus Monte-Carlo 1934

£429.95 (311441700291).

6. Playcraft HO Chevrolet Sedan £398.00

(191792558911).

7. Aurora HO Silver Chevrolet Nomad, Spare

Blue Nomad Body and Chevelle “Best Offer”

above £375.21 (262304792621).

8. Strombecker Chevrolet Cheetah plus seven

other Eldon, K & B and Monogram cars etc.

“Best Offer” below £359.16 (311503709300).

9. Cox 1/24 Chaparral Magnesium Chassis un-

built Kit £309.59 (301864658278).

10. Aurora HO TJet Lime Green Chevrolet

Camaro Bodyshell only £308.87

(301872975809).

A good showing from Chaparrals then, to be

expected really. It’s a nice surprise to see a

Cooper at number one, and Chevrolet Nomad

estate cars beating the Camaro. The biggest

surprise must be the Citroen Monte Carlo Bus

though.

Monthly eBay WMonthly eBay WMonthly eBay WMonthly eBay WMonthly eBay Watch Tatch Tatch Tatch Tatch Top Top Top Top Top Tenenenenen
1. Aurora AFX HO Super II Chassis Collection

£744.62 (291696770729).

2. KF UL69 Dynamometer plus Cox Chaparral

£551.28 (201273523969).

3. Spanish Scalextric Exin Blue Honda F1 £495.99

(301875211031).
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4. Scalextric Vintage Collection of  four sets plus

boxed cars £481.00 (111919779900).

5. Scalextric Quattrox 6 Car Collection

including rare Pit Girls £473.00

(381562598870).

6. French Scalextric Vintage Yellow Alfa Romeo

£469.00 (301890727562).

7. Spanish Scalextric Blue Seat 850 Abarth

£466.86 (301887499166).

8. Scalextric Super 124 Set with Green E-Type

and Blue Alfa £466.86 (322039415630).

9. Aurora AFX HO Auto World McLaren XLR

£465.15 (281940299083).

10. Spanish Scalextric Red Seat 850 Abarth

£463.00 (111913339288).

A boring number one this month then, just

a few HO chassis in a box, although the 45 bids

must confirm the rarity, presumably. The other

Aurora item in the top ten is more interesting.

Apparently the Auto World livery McLaren

model was not very numerous, due to being

withdrawn after the fatal accident of  its driver,

Revlon Cosmetics heir Peter Revson during

practice for the South African Grand Prix in

1974. Model manufacturers have taken a risk

over the years getting racing drivers to endorse

their products, especially before the circuits

became safer and such accidents were more

frequent. Scalextric products were endorsed by

Jim Clark of  course, who also featured in the

first edition of  Kenneth Gee’s Your Book of

Model Car Racing in 1965. When the second

edition of  the book was published in 1971, three

years after Jim’s fatal accident, there were few

changes other than replacement of  two photographs

of  Jim, one a portrait of  Jim next to the curve

of  a four lane Scalextric track, and another of

him timekeeping at the 1964 Scalextric European

Grand Prix.

The first picture was replaced with a

Scalextric You Steer set being demonstrated,

and the second picture was replaced by the

range of  Airfix MRRC Formula One cars.

Strangely, perhaps, the large picture of  Jim

racing Scalextric Formula Junior cars around a

bend with three other drivers and one spectator

remained in the second edition, but the original

caption “Jim Clark and some young friends

negotiate a tricky bend in a model Grand Prix”

was replaced with “Negotiating a tricky bend in

a model Grand Prix race provides plenty of

thrills.”

Dan Gurney endorsed Eldon slot cars,

featuring in their newsletters, while James Hunt,

Sir Stirling Moss and Sir Jackie Stewart all featured in

Aurora’s publicity for their HO cars. ➳
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There is a picture from the same era

showing Graham Hill, Dan, Jackie and Stirling

racing HO cars together.

Now there’s an idea,  let’s have an eBay race:

Graham Hill v Dan Gurney v JackieGraham Hill v Dan Gurney v JackieGraham Hill v Dan Gurney v JackieGraham Hill v Dan Gurney v JackieGraham Hill v Dan Gurney v Jackie
Stewart v Stirling Moss TStewart v Stirling Moss TStewart v Stirling Moss TStewart v Stirling Moss TStewart v Stirling Moss Top Top Top Top Top Tenenenenen

1. Cox 1/24 Dan Gurney Ford Galaxie £385.90

(252243340676).

2. SCX Dan Gurney Plymouth Barracuda

£175.72 (191820284520).

3. Slot Classic Stirling Moss Ferrari 250 SWB

£162.62 (121856059269).

4. Aurora HO Stirling Moss Table Top Car

Racing Set £118.18 (281917730834).

5. Scalextric Superslot Graham Hill Number 7

Lotus 49 £116.72 (191767916315).

6. Photograph of  Graham Hill, Jim Clark and

Colin Chapman racing Scalextric £100.00

(291656364821).

7. Aurora Stirling Moss Four Lane Racing Set

(No Cars) £89.58 (301842559018).

8. Aurora AFX HO Jackie Stewart Racemaster

Speedway Set £86.13 (252304021115).

9. Scalextric Graham Hill Number 5 Lotus 49

£79.95 (322033722997).

10. Cartrix Stirling Moss 1955 Mercedes W196

£61.23 (381539297520).

It looks like Dan grabbed first place this time

then, followed by Stirling, then Graham with

Jackie following on behind.

So that is all for now, next month we will

continue the theme, moving on to D onwards.■


